The recognition of DNA-binding proteins (DBPs) to their specific site often precedes by a search technique in which proteins slide, hop along the DNA contour or perform inter-segment transfer and 3D diffusion to dissociate and re-associate to distant DNA sites. In this study, we demonstrated that the strength and nature of the non-specific electrostatic interactions, which govern the search dynamics of DBPs, are strongly correlated with the conformation of the DNA. We tuned two structural parameters, namely curvature and the extent of helical twisting in circular DNA. These two factors are mutually independent of each other and can modulate the electrostatic potential through changing the geometry of the circular DNA conformation. The search dynamics for DBPs on circular DNA is therefore markedly different compared with linear B-DNA. Our results suggest that, for a given DBP, the rotation-coupled sliding dynamics is precluded in highly curved DNA (as well as for over-twisted DNA) because of the large electrostatic energy barrier between the inside and outside of the DNA molecule. Under such circumstances, proteins prefer to hop in order to explore interior DNA sites. The change in the balance between sliding and hopping propensities as a function of DNA curvature or twisting may result in different search efficiency and speed.
INTRODUCTION
The most intriguing aspect of protein-DNA interactions is that DNA-binding proteins (DBPs) can rapidly search and specifically recognize target DNA sites (their cognate sites) among an astronomically large number of nonspecific DNA sequences (1) (2) (3) . The fast association rate (even faster than the rate estimated for three-dimensional (3D) diffusion-limited reactions) may originate from strong electrostatic attractions between the searching protein and the DNA as well as from reduction of dimensionality of the search for the target (4, 5) . The latter led to the idea of facilitated diffusion (6, 7) , during which DBPs lower the dimension of their search space by performing onedimensional (1D) diffusion along the DNA contour ('sliding') interspersed by 3D dissociation. The 3D events can further be considered as a combination of dissociationreassociation events of short life spans ('hopping'), intersegmental 'jumps' between nearby DNA segments and larger volume 3D diffusions.
This multifaceted protein search dynamics along the DNA contour has been indirectly studied by investigating DNA cleavage using restriction enzymes or DNA repair enzymes in bulk assays, measuring association times as a function of DNA length and monitoring the processivity with inter-site spacing (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Direct evidence, however, came with advancements in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and single molecule techniques that enabled visualization of the 1D diffusion of a protein along DNA (10, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Furthermore, in a series of NMR experiments, Clore et al. (22) (23) (24) demonstrated that proteins perform a spiral motion along the major grooves of the DNA while interacting non-specifically with it via electrostatic attractions between commonly occurring positively charged patches on the DBPs (25) and the negatively charged backbone of the DNA. These results are consistent with our study to probe the structural and dynamic features of proteins on a single B-DNA using coarse-grained computational models (26) . Other in silico studies using various computational approaches have also provided many other important insights regarding protein-DNA interactions, such as the effects of conformational flexibility and the sequence composition of proteins on interactions with DNA, the mechanisms used by multimeric proteins to scan DNA sequences and the impacts of crowding agents attached to genomic DNA that often function as obstacles in the path of DBPs (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) .
Despite the considerable advancements made in understanding the molecular interactions that underpin protein search dynamics on DNA molecules (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) , the impact of DNA conformation on the same is less explored (44) (45) (46) (47) . Often DNA molecules are assumed to have the ideal B-DNA geometry and to behave like a charged rigid rod in in slico experiments. Examples of deformed DNA structures are, however, abundant in nature. For example, the DNA molecule switches conformation while binding with the sex determining region Y (SRY) protein (48, 49) . On a global scale, evidence shows that DNA is overstretched one and half times compared with ideal B-DNA in the RecA filament, which is a polymeric protein-DNA complex (50) . On a more local scale, bending, kinks and supercoiling in the DNA structure were found to play important roles in packing, gene expression, protein synthesis (51, 52) and in vivo protein transport (20) . Furthermore, even nuances in DNA conformations can remarkably change its affinity to proteins (53) (54) (55) . It was suggested that these altered DNA conformations may accelerate the association kinetics (56) and affect many subtle molecular details (known as direct and indirect readouts), including the formation of hydrogenbond networks in specific protein-DNA complexes (57, 58) . However, it remains unclear how the geometry of DNA conformations impacts the protein search dynamics, which is driven primarily by non-specific interactions. Do DBPs adopt different search mechanisms to scan geometrically different DNA conformations? If so, how does this affect the search efficiency and how significant is the effect?
In this article, we probe these issues by generating two geometrically different sets of circular DNA conformations having: (1) various DNA curvatures and (2) different degrees of twisting in the DNA double helix. We pair each of these DNA structures with a DBP and perform coarsegrained molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the molecular details of the search mechanism. The selection of circular DNA as the test bed is inspired by the fact that this form of DNA is quite common, typically found in bacterial DNA and the cytoplasmic DNA of animals. In addition, giant DNA molecules in higher organisms often form loops, held together by protein fasteners, in which each loop is largely analogous to closed circular DNA. We found that at the limit of low salt concentrations, where the protein preferably exists in a bound state with the DNA molecule, the geometry of the latter largely controls the strength of non-specific interactions between the protein and DNA and thereby modulates the search efficiency and dynamics of DBPs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulation protocol
The molecular nature of the dynamics of protein search on DNA was studied using a coarse-grained model (25, 26) in which the protein is represented by a single bead per residue centered at the C ␣ position and the double-stranded DNA is modeled by three beads per nucleotide (representing phosphate, sugar and base) that are positioned at the geometric center of the represented group. A negative point charge is placed on each bead representing Asp or Glu amino acid residues and the DNA phosphate groups, whereas a unit positive charge is placed on each Arg and Lys residue.
To isolate the effect of DNA conformations on the dynamics of DBPs, we used DNA structures with various geometries that were held fixed throughout the simulation while the searching protein was internally flexible and completely dynamic (26, 59, 60) . The DNA molecule was placed at the center of a cubic box with periodic boundary conditions such that the DNA was 150Å away from each of the sides of the box. The protein molecule was initially placed at a distance of 50Å on the X-axis from the DNA and the time evolution of its motion along the DNA was studied through Langevin dynamics. We note that, when the size of the DNA changes, the box size and hence the effective concentrations also change. This might impact the 3D diffusion of protein.
We are, however, interested in characterizing only the bound conformations of the protein-DNA complex, therefore, this problem can easily be circumvented by identifying a low salt concentration at which the protein remains associated with DNA and interacts with it. We carried out all of our simulations under such salt conditions and at a temperature at which the protein was completely folded.
The conformational energy of the protein was estimated by using a native topology-based model (61, 62) that excludes non-native interactions and uses the Lennard-Jones potential to represent native contact interactions. In addition to these native interactions, electrostatic interactions between all charged residues of the protein and the phosphate beads of the DNA were included and were modeled by the Debye-Hückel potential, which accounts for the ionic strength of a solute immersed in an aqueous solution (63, 64) . One should note that due to the coarse-grained nature of the model, the distances between the charged beads of the protein and of the DNA are longer compared to the fully atomistic models. The effective electrostatic interactions are therefore weaker in our model and correspondingly the effective range of salt concentration (0.01-0.05 M) that allows the protein to interact strongly with the DNA molecule is typically lower compared to the physiological salt conditions (0.1-0.15 M) (32, 65, 66) . Nevertheless, the model has been proven to successfully capture key characteristics of protein search modes on DNA (25, 27, 29) at salt conditions ranging from 0.01 to 0.2 M. We used a dielectric constant of 70-80, because the protein-DNA interface is much more hydrated in the non-specific complex than in the specific complex (39) . The Debye-Hückel potential has been used previously to study the energetics and dynamics of various biomolecular systems, such as RNA folding (67) (68) (69) , chromatin assembly (70) and protein-DNA binding (71, 72) . While the Debye-Hückel approximation is a powerful means for introducing the electrostatic screening effect of ions into the Coulomb potential, it makes several approximations, including not taking into account ion condensation on the DNA. In particular, the Debye-Hückel potential fails significantly in high ion concentration (>0.5 M) (73) . However, the approximation is valid for dilute solutions of the type studied here. More details on the simulation can be found in the work of Givaty and Levy (26) .
Structural annotation of the studied DBP
In all the simulations, we probed the dynamics of a human DBP Sap-1 (PDB code: 1bc8) moving along DNA conformations of various geometries. This globular protein, which is 93 amino acids long, is an Ets transcription factor and bears a total of 15 positively and 6 negatively charged residues. It uses a winged-helix DNA-binding domain to activate transcription (see Supplementary Figure S1 ).
DNA conformations and their characterization
To generate DNA conformations of different geometries, we used two different tools: the w3DNA (3D DNA Structure web server) (74) web server and Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB) (75) . While w3DNA accepts DNA sequences of a single DNA helix and produces a linear double-stranded B-DNA structure, NAB can be used to create a closed circular DNA duplex. The required inputs for NAB are: (1) the number of base pairs (N bp ) and (2) the degree of DNA supercoiling. We set N bp as a multiple of 10 to maintain a uniform rise of 3.38Å (similar to that found in ideal B-DNA) and tuned the DNA supercoiling by the number of helical twists, specified by the change in linking number, lk. It should be noted here that apart from the helical twisting number lk, the overall supercoiled DNA topology is also determined by the super helical twisting (writhe) number wr. In the present study, we, however, constructed DNA conformations only by varying helical twisting and the writhe number was kept constant at zero. Positive and negative lk values represent the number of extra turns added (so creating narrower internal groove widths) or subtracted (so creating wider internal groove widths), respectively. For example, if the original circle comprised of N bp , then the number of turns in the supercoiled circle will be N bp /10 + lk. For positive values of lk, we can have over-twisted DNA structures, whereas under-twisted DNA conformations correspond to negative lk values. In this study, we generated two sets of geometrically different circular DNA. In one, we varied the curvature of DNA circles by increasing N bp but maintained a constant number of helical twist by setting lk to zero. In the second set, we altered the number of helical twists (i.e. various values of lk) but N bp was fixed to 100.
We estimated the major groove widths of all the DNA conformations using the Curves web server (76) .
Calculations of electrostatic potentials along the DNA contour
Electrostatic potentials were estimated by solving the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzman equation using a 0.08 M salt concentration and the DelPhi program (77) . Partial charges and atomic radii were taken from the Amber force field (78) . The interior of the molecular surface of the solute molecule (calculated with a 1.4Å probe sphere) was assigned a dielectric constant of = 2, whereas the exterior aqueous phase was assigned a value of = 80. Debye-Hückel boundary conditions and five focusing steps were used with 70% of the lattice filled and the scale set to 2 grid/Å.
The electrostatic potential is measured at a reference point i, defined as the geometric midpoint between the phosphate atoms of nucleotide i in the 5 -3 strand and nucleotide i -4 in the 3 -5 strand (shown as blue spheres in Figure 1A ).
Sliding, hopping, 3D diffusion and the 1D diffusion coefficient
We analyzed the trajectories of the coarse-grained simulations to quantify the percentage of protein sliding, hopping and 3D diffusion used, as well as the 1D diffusion coefficient (D1) using the method previously described by Givaty and Levy (26) . To obtain sufficient statistical power, we performed 10 independent simulations of 10 8 molecular dynamics steps for each protein-DNA system. The protein was considered to be utilizing the 3D diffusion mode if the center of the recognition helix was located more than 30Å from the center of the closest DNA base pair. At this distance, average electrostatic energy drops to about 2% of the energy in the sliding conformations at a low salt concentration, signifying an unbound state for the protein-DNA complex. A snapshot was defined as taking part in a sliding search if at least 70% of the recognition region was in contact with the DNA major groove, the distance of the center of mass of the recognition region from the center of the closest DNA base pair was up to 14Å longer than that in the crystal structure, and the orientation angle was less than 25
• . If the recognition helix was found at a distance of less than 30Å from the DNA and did not meet any of the criteria for the sliding mode, the frame was defined as representing protein hopping along the DNA. This definition allows clear differentiation of the search mode adopted by the DBP during its interactions with the DNA while it interacts with DNA (see Supplementary Figure S2 ).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to model the effects of DNA conformations on the sliding dynamics of DBPs, we first characterized the structural differences between a circular and an ideal linear B-DNA molecule where both comprised 100 bp. We then simulated Sap-1 searching both circular and linear DNA to study the dynamics of the DBP under various salt concentrations (Cs) and selected a suitable salt condition at which Sap-1 remains associated with both the non-specific DNA molecules. This salt concentration was used for the rest of the simulations in which the DNA geometry was modulated by two different parameters, namely the DNA curvature and degree of twisting in DNA double helix, to probe their effects on the search dynamics of the DBP.
Differences in circular and linear DNA geometry
We first generated circular and linear B-DNA structures comprising 100 bp (see Materials and Methods section) arranged in an identical sequence order ( Figure 1A) . In a simplified manner, the circular DNA can be visualized as being created by linking the two ends of the linear B-DNA such that the rise (10 bp per 33.8Å) is constant. It is then interesting to investigate how simple cyclization can modulate the geometry and physical properties of the DNA. One obvious change is that, upon shifting from linear B-DNA to circular DNA, the curvature, defined as an inverse function of the radius of the DNA axis, changes from 0 to ∼0.02 perÅ. Another important feature is that the width of the major groove differs between the inside (W in ∼ 9.4Å) and the outside (W out ∼ 11.5Å) of the circular DNA (see Figure 1B) . The linear B-DNA, in contrast, exhibits a constant major groove width of W B-DNA = 10.8Å. The increased curvature and narrow major groove widths inside the circular DNA mean that two negatively charged phosphate atoms may lie in closer proximity to each other on circular DNA than on linear DNA. As a result, the electrostatic potential is also expected to vary between the interior and the To elaborate the effect further, we generated a set of 15 circular DNA conformations composed of 50-500 bp and present their curvatures against DNA circumference (number of base pairs) in Figure 1C . Curvature is calculated as the inverse of the DNA radius, defined as the distance between the center of mass of the DNA and the center of mass of any base pair. The results suggest that curvatures of circular DNA molecules with N bp > 100, change slowly, whereas the curvatures of DNA minicircles (N bp ≤ 100) increase rapidly as the number of base pairs decreases. In Figure 1D , we present the differences in major groove width ( W = W out − W in ) and electrostatic potential ( EP = EP out − EP in ) between the interior and the exterior of the circular DNA as a function of increasing DNA curvature. Both of the quantities share a linear relationship with increasing DNA curvature, which confirms the existence of a strong correlation between DNA major groove width and electrostatic potential. Any perturbation in groove width (due to a change in curvature, helical twisting, etc.) will cause a change in the electrostatic potential of the DNA molecule and may thereby affect the search dynamics of DBPs that interact non-specifically with DNA by making their charged recognition region to penetrate into the DNA major grooves.
Protein dynamics on linear and circular DNA as a function of salt concentration
Characterizing the dynamics of the protein-DNA bound state, which is governed by non-specific electrostatic interac-tions, requires finding a suitable salt condition at which the protein remains in the close vicinity of the DNA molecule and interacts with it. To this end, we performed coarsegrained molecular dynamics simulations of Sap-1 paired with linear B-DNA and circular DNA, separately, under a wide range of salt concentrations (0.02-0.20 M) and presented the population of the different search modes (sliding, hopping and 3D diffusion (see Materials and Methods section)) as a function of salt concentration in Figure 2A and B, respectively.
Though the relative populations of the three search modes vary between linear and circular DNA, in both cases the sliding propensity decreases and 3D diffusion increases with increasing salt concentrations. Higher salt concentrations weaken the electrostatic attractions between the DBP and DNA, allowing DBPs to dissociate from DNA more easily. The hopping mode, characterized by protein configurations that are not too close to the DNA but still bound to it (see Materials and Methods section), is most populated at moderate salt concentrations (Cs = 0.08 M). A suitable choice of salt condition at which Sap-1 remains associated with both linear and circular DNA is 0.02 M (3D diffusion at this concentration is only ∼1%); at this concentration, the DBP performs either sliding or hopping along the DNA contour irrespective of the DNA structure.
Role of DNA curvature in DBP dynamics
Having identified the salt condition that is adequate to probe the bound state dynamics of the Sap-1-DNA complex, we then investigated the effect of DNA curvature on protein search dynamics. We asked how the variation in electrostatic potential and major groove widths (caused by the DNA curvature) between the interior and exterior of the molecule ( EP and W, respectively) affect the search mechanism by which DPBs scan DNA. To answer this question, we performed extensive molecular dynamics simulations of the Sap-1 protein with each of the 15 circular DNA (circumference, 50-500 bp) at the 0.02 M salt condition. The position of Sap-1 with respect to the circular DNA was further characterized by determining whether the distance from the center of the recognition helix of Sap-1 to the center of the DNA circle was less than the associated DNA radius, in which case the protein was classified as lying inside the DNA circle, or greater than the DNA radius, in which case the protein was considered to lie outside the circle. Figure 3A presents the propensities for sliding, hopping and 3D diffusion as a function of the difference between the external and internal major groove widths ( W), by analyzing all configurations of Sap-1 that are sampled during our simulations. We found that sliding frequency decreases while hopping propensity increases at high W (which corresponds to high DNA curvature) values. This is because, as curvature increases, EP increases ( EP ≥ 5.0 k B T for W ≥ 1.8Å), which makes it more difficult for the protein to slide from the inside to the outside of the DNA circle. In this context, one should note that the suggested average free energy barrier for sliding dynamics by DBPs is only −1.1 ± 0.2 k B T (18) . On the other hand, inside the highly curved DNA structures, the close proximity of the negative charges on the DNA backbone promotes hopping, as can be seen from the steep rise in hopping frequency inside the DNA at high W values ( Figure 3B ). This result is consistent with the study of Broek et al., who, using optical tweezers and a fast buffer exchange system, observed an enhanced hopping frequency for EcoRV on coiled DNA (higher curvature) compared with a linear DNA structure (79) .
Efficiency of DNA search varies with DNA curvature
Furthermore, alterations in the DNA search mechanism adopted in response to changes in the curvature of DNA may also play a major role in determining the efficiency of the search, which can be defined as the number of DNA base pairs visited by sliding dynamics. In a recent theoretical study, Givaty and Levy investigated (26) the search efficiency of DBPs as a function of salt concentration and suggested that, while sliding is a prerequisite for many specific protein-DNA recognitions, this mode of transport is typically slow. Therefore, for facilitated diffusion, the hopping mode, which helps DBPs to move linearly on the DNA contour, could be beneficial. In fact, that work identified that the optimum search efficiency for a protein can be attained when sliding constitutes merely 20% of the total search. This observation was in line with the study by Berg et al. (6) . Nevertheless, it is expected that, for different proteins, different ratios between the sliding and hopping modes should be used to achieve an optimal search. Here, we ask whether the DNA search efficiency of proteins changes with DNA curvature.
We addressed this question by estimating the number of positions probed by Sap-1 during the simulations using sliding dynamics (26) . In addition, we measured D1 from the linear behavior of the mean square displacement along the DNA contour (see Materials and Methods section) of Sap-1 using only the sliding search mode or a combination of sliding and hopping. The results are presented in Figure 4 as a function of W. For DNA with 0 ≤ W < 1.8Å (corresponds to circular DNA with 100 < N bp ≤ 500; i.e. for minimally curved DNA structures), the number of visited sites shows a roughly constant value of 50-70. This means that Sap-1 scanned all these DNA molecules with roughly the same efficiency. However, in highly curved DNA minicircles, where W ≥ 1.8Å (N bp ≤ 100), the number of probed positions decreases sharply because of a decrease in the use of sliding (Figure 3B ), even though hopping-assisted diffusion (green line Figure 4B ) increases along the DNA contour. Therefore, the optimal search efficiency was achieved for W ∼ 2.1Å (the curvature of the corresponding DNA is 0.02 perÅ), where Sap-1 diffuses relatively fast (D1 = 4.43 A 2 /time step) by hopping yet scanned ∼62 bp (out of 90) by sliding. When W values are too small or large, which corresponds to very low or high curvatures, the result is either very fast diffusion without binding the DNA base pairs tightly (i.e. without sliding) or slow diffusion with repeated visits to the same DNA sites.
Searching circular DNA with various curvatures
To examine the mode of interaction of Sap-1 with DNA molecules of different curvatures, we monitored the Cartesian coordinates of the center of the recognition helix of Sap-1 during all 10 coarse-grained simulations. Figure 5 portrays the path for sliding dynamics (cyan) of Sap-1 on DNA with a circumference of 200, 100, 70 or 60 bp. While, on a circular DNA molecule with a circumference of 100 bp (or higher), sliding is strongly coupled with rotations around the DNA major grooves, frequent disruptions in rotation can be observed in highly curved DNA circles (N bp < 70). Upon a further increase in curvature (N bp = 60), sliding dynamics is completely switched off and only hopping (green dots) exists. This is also evident in the E DH -R free-energy surfaces (Figure 6 ), where the two minima representing sliding and hopping dynamics on 100 bp circular DNA shift to a single pronounced minimum for hopping on 60 bp circular DNA. The associated drop in Debye-Hückel energy, E DH reflects the strong electrostatic attractions between the positively charged recognition helix of Sap-1 and the negatively charged phosphate atoms of DNA, which effectively confines Sap-1 inside the DNA core, allowing it to perform only hopping dynamics. It should be noted, however, that such DNA minicircles (N bp < 70) tend to be unstable in vivo and likely to form sharp kinks in order to release large strain due to high DNA curvature.
Effect of DNA helical twisting on dynamics of DBPs
The geometry of DNA conformations can be affected not only by DNA curvature but also by its degree of twisting in the DNA double helix. We note that, in a relaxed double helical B-DNA molecule, the two strands twist around the helical axis typically once every 10.4-10.5 bp of sequence. Further increase or decrease in the number of helical twists, as some enzymes can do, strains the conformation of the DNA. The strain is typically relieved by the adoption of a new shape, commonly referred to as a DNA supercoil. Here, by varying the change in linking number, lk, between −2 and 5, we generated eight circular DNA conformations with varying degree of helical twist. We assumed that, despite adding or subtracting moderate number of twists, our closed DNA structures could still exist in the relaxed planar circular form and no writhing would take place. Such an assumption is valid only at very low salt concentration (80) limit (note that we also set a low salt condition, Cs = 0.02 M), although, for severely over-or undertwisted DNA structures, the strain is too large to maintain the circular form. In fact, these DNA structures are bound to adopt more compact, supercoiled conformations in order to release the strain. Nevertheless, the present assumption to represent over-and under-twisted DNA in relaxed circular form is helpful to isolate the effects of helical twisting in DNA on protein dynamics and also relevant to understand the changes in DNA conformation on a local scale, i.e. in terms of groove geometry.
Our results suggest that, as the degree of twisting in DNA double helix increases, DNA curvature increases only slightly (Supplementary Figure S3) , but W in decreases considerably ( Figure 7A ). Particularly narrow major grooves arise in order to accommodate the extra turns caused by an increase in the lk values. As a result, negatively charged phosphate atoms on the DNA back bone tend to cluster inside the circular DNA, giving rise to a strong electrostatic potential (EP in in Figure 7B ). The corresponding effects on protein search dynamics are shown in Figure 7C , which presents the sliding and hopping propensities as a function of lk. The result implies that sliding is most preferred in under-twisted DNA structures ( lk = −2, see Figure 8) , whose major groves are sufficiently wide to admit Sap-1. With further under-twisting ( lk = −5), DNA unwinds considerably and both major and minor grooves become comparably wider, and thus equally compatible with sliding by Sap-1 (Figure 8 ). Although such a DNA conformation is compatible with sliding; the overall scanning of the DNA contour is extremely slow because of the typically slow nature of the sliding dynamics (characterized by Nucleic Acids Research, 2014, Vol. 42, No. 20 12411 Figure 6 . Free-energy surfaces F(E DH , R) for circular DNA structures of circumference (A) 100 bp, (B) 70 bp and (C) 60 bp, where E DH is the electrostatic energy calculated using Debye-Hückel relations (see Materials and Methods section) at a salt concentration of 0.02 M. R represents the distance between the center of mass of the recognition helix of Sap-1 and the center of the closest base pairs in the circular DNA. Therefore, minima correspond to a small R, which denotes sliding, whereas the existence of hopping dynamics can be found at higher R. kT denotes Boltzmann constant times temperature, where the temperature is set such that Sap-1 is in a fully folded state during the simulations. low D1 values, blue line in Figure 7D ). The hopping mode of dynamics, however, increases ( Figure 7C ) with increased helical twisting, lk (also see lk = 3 and lk = 5 in Figure 8) . This is because of the highly negative electrostatic potential inside the major groove of the over-twisted DNA. Up to a certain point (beyond which the DBP cannot enter the DNA major groove) the highly negative interior electrostatic potential acts as a promoter of hopping events as it is strong enough to enable mild attraction between DBP and DNA, but not so strong as to prevent dissociation of the DBP from the DNA surface. Hopping dynamics might be useful (green line in Figure 7D ) to accelerate the diffusion of Sap-1 along the DNA contour, however, an optimal search efficiency can only be attained while both sliding and hopping operate synergistically such that the protein can diffuse rapidly along the DNA contour yet scan many DNA base pairs through sliding. Here, we found (in Figure 7D ) that Sap-1 can scan a maximum number of base pairs (∼ 67 bp out of 100) in circular DNA when the DNA is slightly overtwisted ( lk = 1). Optimal efficiency is achieved through 78% hopping (fast diffusion, D1 ∼3.88Å
2 /time step) and only 18% sliding dynamics ( Figure 7C ; the values corresponding to lk = 1).
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we demonstrated that the strength and nature of the non-specific electrostatic interactions that govern the search dynamics of DBPs are strongly correlated with the conformation of the DNA. To achieve this, we tuned two structural parameters, namely curvature and the extent of helical twisting in circular DNA. These two factors are mutually independent of each other and so are their effects in shaping the major groove widths and the electrostatic potential around the DNA molecules. Increasing the curvature enhances the differences in major groove widths ( W) and electrostatic potential ( EP) between the exterior and interior of the circular DNA. An increase in DNA helical twisting, obtained by adding additional helical twists to a fixed DNA circumference, however, leads to a decrease in the interior major groove widths (W in ). As a result, the strength of the electrostatic potential increases such that EP remains roughly constant. Such modulation in electrostatic potential through changing the geometry of the circular DNA conformation results in markedly different search dynamics for DBPs on circular compared with linear B-DNA.
Of course, the relative weights of the various search mechanisms are also dependent on the sequence composition and structural features of DBPs (28, 32, 81) . Our results suggest that, for a given DBP, the rotation-coupled sliding dynamics is precluded in highly curved DNA because of the large electrostatic energy barrier between the inside and outside of the DNA molecule. Under such circumstances, proteins prefer to hop in order to explore interior DNA sites. This result is consistent with the experimental observation of Broek et al. (82) , who has observed almost twice the number of hopping events compared with sliding on a coiled DNA conformation under suitable salt conditions. A similar drop in sliding propensity is also found if the number of helical twists in the DNA structure increases. Additional turns in the DNA molecules are accommodated at the cost of narrowing the major groove widths to such an extent that they can no longer accommodate the recognition surface of DBPs during sliding dynamics. As an alternative search mode, the increased electrostatic potential inside the curved DNA surface promotes hopping events.
The change in the DNA search mechanism adopted by DBPs as a result of changes in the geometry of DNA conformations also has far reaching implications for determining the efficiency of the search process, which is defined by the number of new DNA base pair sites visited. Based on our coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations, we found that the search process is not just naive 1D sliding, but rather a delicately weighted mixture of sliding and hopping (and other modes of dynamics). While sliding promotes scanning of the DNA sites by allowing proteins to bind tightly with DNA, hopping accelerates the linear diffusion of the protein (corresponding to high D1 values) along the DNA contour. Since both transport modes are strongly connected with DNA geometry, the optimal search efficiency is also largely dependent on the conformational features of DNA molecules. An aspect that remained to be addressed in the future deals with the interplay between the Nucleic Acids Research, 2014, Vol. 42, No. 20 12413 internal flexibility of the DNA and the populations of the search modes.
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